Impact Questionnaire Results 2016-17
All participants of courses held by the SSC are invited to complete an impact questionnaire.
The current aim is to issue this follow-up questionnaire to all SSC courses 10 weeks after
training has taken place. Written examples are requested regarding how reading materials were
used and how participants might have implemented the training in their day-to-day practice.
These are responses we have received for courses held between April 2016 - June 2017.
The results are largely very favourable with most respondents agreeing that courses meet their
needs and have an impact on their practice after the event. Sometime problems with getting
handouts or notes from all presenters can be a frustration. Other negative responses seem to
arise where staff have changes to caseload and knowledge gained from training is not deployed
as expected. Despite our best efforts to provide information about the content and nature of our
events, very occasionally courses fail to meet participants’ expectations.
Questions
Here is a visual summary of the results for each question across the courses.
1.

This course has improved my professional knowledge and understanding of concepts and
principles in this field.

2.

The course reading materials (handouts, websites, literature references etc) have been
used and referred to since the course.

3.

The course has enhanced my professional skills and abilities to meet the needs of the
children and young people I support.

4.

On reflection, the course has had a positive impact on my daily professional practice.

5.

I have implemented parts of the course into my practice.

6.

The course was an appropriate use of my time.

7.

I would recommend SSC courses to colleagues.

Individual Course Feedback
The following represents the feedback given for each course, including comments.
SSC Course 23: Habilitation: the early stages (0-5) and MDVI (0-18) (26/04/2016)

Examples:
Reading materials
Bear hunt resonance pack
Still using handouts
Openness to share ideas/resources was excellent.
Practice
Bear hunt resonance pack
Other Comments:
Very good course – Thank you.
Very interesting course and very well presented. I am not sure I had enough basic knowledge
prior to the course to fully absorb the information.
I learned a lot about pre-cane skills and habilitation although I am not currently supporting
anyone who is ambulant at this present time.

SSC Course 25: Whole Service Framework and Strategic Approach to Promoting the
Child’s Voice (13/06/2016)

Examples:
Reading materials
Book recommended has been bought.
Giving tasks that can be done
Issue of the child’s voice has been to fore in authority – have referred to handouts.
In development of person centred resource.
Easier/Easy Posting materials
Practice
Ongoing child with issues re wearing aids. I now have confidence to present the option to him,
that wearing aids is up to him ultimately.
Used to aid QHS supervision and reflective practice.
Team using Easy/Easier posting box. Intending to use maximising independence for INSET
Evaluation
Other Comments:
We had previously completed the course Positive Eye, so this was a welcome refresher rather
than anything new.
Although there was quite a lot of overlap with previous course I had attended, it was useful to
revisit area and self-evaluate progress of our service.

SSC Course 2: SQA Assessment & Exam Arrangements for Candidates with a VI
(30/08/16)

Examples:
Reading Materials
1. During current work
2. Staff dept with class teachers
3. Provided with Powerpoint for future ref.
4. Meeting teachers with VSS re AAA
5. Have accessed SQA website and contacted them directly on several occasions since the
course
6. I shared the info with colleagues
7. SQA website visited
8. Copies given to High School colleagues
9. Passed info on to colleague
10. Websites - SQA
11. When reviewing options with pupil
12. Powerpoints regarding prep of materials
13. I already meet with SQA at Maths/Science meeting
14. Discussed with PTs of learning support
Practice
1. Advice to colleagues in Secondary Sector re Exam arrangements
2. Prelim exam arrangements
3. SQA information relevant for supporting pupils through exam procedures
4. Meeting teachers with VSS re AAA
5. Have been able to give advice to school for SQA candidates
6. Used my checklist from the day.
7. Preparing for SQA exams
8. Copies given to High School colleagues
9. Advice to school re requesting special arrangements.
10. Exploring different options with pupil & they are informed in making choices
11. Lot of the SQA info I use daily in my practice
12. There are currently no VI pupils at CCHS
13. Will do this next
14. Discussed with PTs of learning support

Comments:
1. Excellent & Well Done SQA!
2. Was useful speaking to staff from Royal Blind School I met.
3. Online info? Good to know reality and importance meeting requirements.
4. Although I would recommend SSC courses, and have attended several in the past which
have been very valuable, unfortunately due to the current economic climate £100 is now
too expensive for my service to allow me or my colleagues to attend. More free courses
like this one, however would be very welcome.
5. Much of what I heard confirmed what I already know.
6. Great to speak to SQA staff and also liaise with other professionals about their exam
arrangement experiences
7. V good speakers. Knowledgeable and experienced audience members. More networking
would be good especially with speakers.
8. Very useful insight into work of SQA - good for future practice.
9. Excellent & Well Done SQA!
SSC Course 3: Deaf children: social and emotional support (31/08/16)

Examples:
Reading
1. Have used in my teaching and discussion with our deaf pupil. Informed PSE lesson.
2. Used activities completed at course and looked into Healthy Minds packs
3. I have used resources used on the course with the pupils I work with.
4. I have looked at the RespectMe website and have accessed the Healthy Minds
resources
Practice
1. I am waiting to go on the Healthy Minds training course in February to further enhance
my skills and give more info to pupils and guidance teachers. Respect me material was
very useful for our Senior Leaders in helping to update our Anti-Bullying Policy.
2. Completed activities within whole class situations
3. I am trying to have 1:1 time with a boy who was struggling to control his temper.
4. Emotions relating to self-esteem and feelings about pupils' deafness
SSC Course 4: JAWS for the Beginner (06/09/16)

Examples:
Reading
1. Good materials but not yet purchased software
2. Shared notes with student and regularly refer to these
3. Used key commands etc to assist my blind learner
Practice
1. Looking at other options of this type of technology
2. As above though still lots to learn.
3. Have been able to teach more JAWS skills
Comments:
1. The course was useful in giving me an overview of JAWS software. The morning session
going through the settings available was important. I found the afternoon less useful as it
was less hands-on. There was so much new information to take in, and this was my first
encounter with JAWS. Now looking at alternatives which may be better for pupil.
2. It is such a specialist program that the cost of JAWS software training for LAs, teachers,
support staff, students, and their families is often prohibitive. To have been able to
access training as part of a shared group assisted in overcoming this.

SSC Course 5: Sensory Stories - Design, development and delivery for the learner with
complex needs (09/09/16)

Examples:
Reading
1. Not yet but may still
2. Found equipment in school that was at my training and has not been used, so I have
used it.
3. Handouts for sensory stories to help create stories for some of my pupils
4. Adapted sensory stories plans and delivery
5. For targeted session for individuals
6. Looked at suggested websites on return from course
7. I referred to the handouts when giving colleagues a small training course on sensory
stories.
Practice
1. have future plans in which I hope to implement some aspects
2. Slideshow stories. Bookworm.
3. Using powerpoint in different ways for switching activities. Looking for the 'Best'
4. Handouts for sensory stories to help create stories for some of my pupils
5. Adapted sensory stories plans and delivery plus use of AAC
6. I am trying to simplify sentences and be repetitive on every day practice and go over the
same story more times
7. Taking a more sensory focussed approach to activities with children who require
8. I have used some of the ideas for my storytelling sessions such as the sound effects.
Comments:
1. This was not wholly relevant to my core job but was useful as an insight and aspects will
be relevant for future initiatives.
2. This was the first SSC I went on and it was very frustrating to be a such a slow pace and
to not reach one of the most important (to me) parts. Every course at SSC which I have
been to since has been excellent and has undoubtedly enhanced my knowledge and
skills.
3. Wish we had time to see how to make a powerpoint with music etc.

4. I found the course presenter very knowledgeable and informative. He was a joy to listen
to and had some great ideas. However I have not got the authority in my workplace to
change/implement some of his ideas.
5. Thanks for an enjoyable day :-)
6. For me it would be useful, if participants of course would be given an opportunity to work
on suggested theme(s) and have time to create their own sensory story and discuss it.
7. I wouldn't want to base my recommendation (Q7) on this course as I completely
disagreed with a huge amount of the course content. I have a lot of experience in this
area and had hoped the course would further my knowledge but I found it more than
controversial, often just bad practice! Sorry!
8. Thank you.
SSC Course 6: Introduction to Counselling Skills Part 1 (13/09/16)

Examples:
Reading
1. Shared info with colleagues
2. Not as yet
3. Have not used it yet
Practice:
1. Changed my thinking and ways I interact with children
2. Using different language, active listening
3. Better and improved listening skills
Comments:
1. Looking forward to part 2

SSC Course 7: Music and Cochlear Implants in the Early Years (13/09/16)

Examples:
Reading
1. Have ordered Baby Beats resources
Practice
1. Beginning to explore and use Baby Beats resource
Comments:
1. Thoroughly enjoyed this training, it was relevant and will be used in everyday practise.
Thank you.
SSC Course 8: Positive Looking: A practical approach to supporting the development of
visual skills (21/09/16)
No questionnaire responses

SSC Course 9: Including Children with Visual Impairment in the Mainstream School
Setting (22/09/16)

Examples:
Reading
1. Examples of how to adapt work
2. lots of practical ideas and resources given to use in my practice
3. Shared with schools with VI pupils
Practice
1. Already doing - also supported well by VI classroom assistant and VI teachers.
2. Using some of the ideas (tactile books) with my children
3. Using matt laminates. Using overlays etc.
Comments:
1. Really well presented and a valuable input into understanding of visual impairment.
2. Great course - very enthusiastic presenter with lots of great ideas.

SSC Course 10: How do deaf children develop sign language? (24/10/16)

Examples:
Reading
1. Yes looked up 'mabble' for more info. Importance of adults signing to each other.
2. I have researched the information of DCAL website
3. BSL Assessment Website
Practice
1. Better observation of a 12 month old - copying handshapes signing over child to connect
sign with activity
2. Not had the opportunity yet
3. BSL Assessment of some pupils.
Comments
1. This course gave me confidence to use signs in all situations
2. Course informed how to identify a specific learning/language disability but then didn't
inform how to tackle this and support the child
3. Disappointing that this was still in research stage with little new advice.
4. Generally SSC courses are very good but I personally did not find this course particularly
useful - though it is always great to meet colleagues in other areas of Scotland.
5. As always an interesting and informative course, and always appreciate the opportunity
to have dialogue with colleagues from other establishments and authorities. Thanks

SSC Course 11: Reading and Reading Development (27/10/16)

Example:
Reading
1. I have shared materials with colleagues to give them a greater understanding of how
children learn to read.
2. Personal reflection/evaluation of content. Sharing course with colleagues at DM.
Discussing other attendees personal practiice within my dept
Practice
1. I feel I was already doing much of what was suggested.
2. Check Young People are 'au fait' with basics. Use of York comprehension assessment.
3. Not yet
Comments:
1. Looking forward to attending another course with you soon.

SSC Course 13: Quality Improvement Workshop (24/10/16)

Examples:
Reading
1. Shown to staff on In-service day so that we can incorporate into our practice.
2. Have shared and discussed with colleagues as part of improvement planning process.
3. Not yet, will do though!
4. The NATSIP SHE + Publications
5. Comparison with Scottish local examples
Practice
1. Used to inform service development plan.
2. Quality Assurance Audit
3. Used materials and information as part of improvement planning process
4. Not yet but will do.
5. I have looked at the quality standards booklet and plan to use parts of this in school with
units
6. Will work on this later in the year for self evaluation
Comments:
1. Tina Wakefield is an engaging presenter and makes good arguments for the use of these
NATSIP materials.
2. This was an excellent course and I would highly recommend that it is offered again in the
future.

SSC Course 14: Disorders of Vision in Children (14/11/16)

Comments:
Very informative and interesting.
SSC Course 15: Sharing Practice: Supporting Children with Low or No Vision in the
Secondary School (23/11/16)

Reading Example:
1. Information on how to support pupils in Maths/use of recommended resources.
2. Don't know where to access them
3. Recording use of ICT within service.

Practice Example:
1. Knowledge of VI pupils needs/understanding of how to address these. Awareness
developed in terms of inclusion.
2. Podcasts not wall displays
3. Now developing ICT recording within service.
Comments:
1. As always, one of the most beneficial things was meeting fellow practitioners and having
professional dialogue
2. One big negative on the day [I] was often working with a learning assistant, not teacher,
and she complained too often that teachers were not as good as her.
3. Always a great chance to learn from colleagues across Scotland. Networking time is
invaluable.
SSC Course 16: How can schools better support children who are mildly and moderately
deaf? (05/12/16)

Examples:
Reading
1. I have not read them/looked at them since.
2. Developing ways to monitor mild loss
3. Checking own practice resources to compare
Practice
1. Stories from the other students, the diversity of their experiences was very useful
2. Not really, but in reading I no longer try to correct/assist my pupil for I now know that he
can't hear the sounds very well from the banana.
3. Examples of supporting pupils - questions, assessments
4. Peer mentoring reinforced and offered
Comments:
1. Not sure about Q6 as it was a full day. The most useful part for me was hearing about the
experiences of girls when they were in primary school.

SSC Course 17: Finding the Right Technology for Learners with a Visual Impairment
(08/12/16)

Examples:
Reading
1. eg Information on "Prodigi CCTV" and how it works
2. I have referred to my handouts
Practice
1. Referenced course and material to other staff in advisory capacity.
2. Using Prodigi in our service
3. Apps for mirroring whiteboards and sending worksheets have been used
4. Use of more different colour backgrounds, SIri/voice recording
Comments:
1. Very disappointed with this course - not the usual standard of SSC courses.
2. As I have been in the VI service for a long time I knew about most pieces of equipment. I
did however want to know about the Prodigi CCTV and also about the best computers to
use
3. I have heard they [SSC courses] are good, but this course was not very useful for me.
Course 19: Understanding & supporting friendships amongst children with Additional
Support Needs (26/01/17)
No data
Course 20: The Complexity of Childhood Deafness: Audiology Update (26/01/17)
No data

SSC Course 21: Auditory Neuropathy Spectrum Disorder - basics to management
(28/02/17)

Examples:
Reading
1. Shared with colleagues who support/teach children with ANSD
2. Cascaded to colleagues

SSC Course 23: Counselling Skills Part 2 (07/03/17)

No comments

SSC Course 24: Sounds of Intent: Music for learners with complex needs (17/03/17)

Examples:
Reading
1. Assessment Framework wheel
2. Been using the songs and ideas in class weekly.
3. Videos
4. Explored and made use of Sounds of Intent website
5. I am using the sheet provided to assess and plan learning for pupils in music.
Practice
1. Reference to the wheel for assessing where learners are at
2. Been using the songs and ideas in class weekly. Good ideas for senior pupils in school
also.
3. Offer music/ drama activities weekly to the children and is also added into circle time.
4. Using the resources and progression provided by website
5. I am using the sheet provided to assess and plan learning for pupils in music.
Comments:
1. Although the assessment tool would be difficult to merge with the CfE Experiences and
Outcomes it still can play a part in assessment of our learners.
2. I had a great day at the course. It was incredibly interesting and has enhanced my
professional practice.
3. It was very interesting learning about how music can support someone's needs holisticly
and how I can offer classes to children that I support.
4. I thoroughly enjoyed this course as music with children with complex/severe learning
difficulties is my passion - it was so expertly and professionally delivered etc.
Unfortunately my remit is changing because of staff shortages but I hope to eventually
return to music teaching ASAP
5. Excellent course - interesting, 'hands-on' and useful.

SSC Course 25: Deafness and Additional/Complex Needs (24/03/17)

Examples:
Reading
1. Excellent handouts
2. Shared info with colleagues
3. Websites
Practice
1. I have a different approach to one pupil who has visual and hearing difficulties
Comments:
1. I really enjoyed this and it was appropriate for me as the school I teach in is PMLD
2. It would be good to have a more in depth course rather than general Issues.

SSC Course 26: Habilitation in the Early Years (0-8) (25/04/17)

Examples:
Reading
1. I have referred to the handouts when doing mobility sessions.
Practice
1. Route planning in a primary setting.
2. Consideration of habilitation issues when prepping, laying out, presenting resources to
pupil.
Comments:
1. Well organised course with ample resources.
2. This course focussed too much on child development at the start and it felt like this was
because the speaker had recently been on a course about it. More practical would have
been more beneficial.
3. As a habilitation specialist this course was not appropriate for me. I initially thought I
would receive teaching on techniques/ideas I could incorporate into my own practice
however this was not the case. The course was well presented and more suited to those
with no or little experience of habilitation in the early years.
SSC Course 28: Deafness and Additional Speech and Language Difficulties
(24/03/17)
Outreach course in Northern Hub. Impact questionnaires not issued.

SSC Course 18: 16+ Transition for Learners with a Visual Impairment
(19/05/17)

Examples:
Reading
Haven't had course content emailed
Practice
I have worked with 3 pupils to facilitate transition to post 16 and have referred back to the
course.
Comments:
Coming on a course where the tutor just read her research off Powerpoint slides was a waste of
time. Why don't you just send out research for people to read. An expensive course, nothing
learned, a day and long travel endured.

SSC Course 29: Supporting the Development of Early Social Skills in Babies and Young
Children with Vision Impairment (0-5) (09/06/17)

Examples:
Reading
1. I have borrowed books from the reading list. I have been reading the handouts to develop
my knowledge.
2. Setting targets for pupil support
3. Literature/links/examples shown to other staff.
4. Sharing information with other staff, showing and sharing information from the course.
5. I have used the website information to make up sensory stories
Practice
1. I am not actively supporting children yet but feel sure that I will implement ideas from the
course when I am.
2. Making resources/approaches to learning.
3. Trying different ways to implement ideas into my practice.
4. I was able to share a lot of the information with my colleagues and we are all working
together to make up a bank of resources for the children we work with.
Comments:
1. The course gave lots of practical ideas that I can pass on to parents. Also helped
develop my knowledge. Going forward I will be able to contact Positive Eye for further
support/resources and may be interested in using the services of Positive Eye with
parents I will be working with.
2. Excellent course. Building knowledge and understanding of the child as a whole picture,
of family/carers etc.
3. Great course with lots of interesting information. Lots of props on how to do experiences
and how to create them yourself.
4. The presenter was very enthusiastic and knowledgeable and very adaptable in her
teaching styles. Great day! Thank you.
5. I really enjoyed this course the speaker was very enthusiastic and knowledgeable and
she inspired me to use sensory stories in my practice.

SSC Course 22: Video Interaction Guidance (16/06/17)

Examples:
Reading
1. Research articles
Practice
1. I am now starting VERP training course with NLC psychological Services
2. Considering process of co-construction - creating space for attuned dialogue
3. VIG has been included in the School Improvement Plan & Educational Psychologists
(trained in VIG) will be using the guidance with staff in the PSADU (Pre-school
Assessment and Development Unit) to monitor staff/child interactions as part of staff
development before rolling this out to parents.
Comments:
1. We are currently experiencing multiple staff changes and the VERP/VIG training will
certainly help with the transition.
2. Useful discussion in relation to video examples.

SSC Course 30: Outcomes for Children who are Deaf or Hearing Impaired (23/06/17)

Examples:
Reading
1. Discussion with colleagues
Practice
1. Reinforced several areas such as direct teaching in a time when consultancy is being put
forward as a model.
2. Teaching of vocabulary
Comments:
1. This course was very relevant to development work which is being undertaken in school
at the moment.
2. The course supported concepts I hold regarding Deaf Ed. It is relevant to have research
from other countries which helps our processes stay focussed instead of being
subsumed into CfEx and the concept that no specialist knowledge is required.
3. For children with additional needs there wasn't any new advice. A lot of time was spent
identifying the issues, research but how to resolve these issues were not covered.
SSC Course 31: Aiming higher for deaf students - What works? What could work?
(24/06/17)

Examples:
Reading
1. I have shared the content of the conference with my colleagues
2. I would have had helpful links and resources etc if the presentations had been made
available afterwards - I'd understood from presenters that this was going to be possible
3. I have downloaded the SSC app.
4. The approach on the research on children in Australia, has inspired me in thinking
whether we should have similar approach in Scotland.
5. further discussions with other professionals, sharing resources
6. Checked out research on reading to children under 8 and introducing daily story telling
from P1-P3
Practice
1. I have shared information with professionals I support as part of my role
2. Information about subtitling and captioning.
3. Sharing good practice from other countries.
4. The conference gave me opportunity to liaise with new people, and in turn, I took on
board their thoughts and ideas to assist me to prepare the BSL National Plan.
Comments:
1. Really enjoyable conference. Learnt so much and left feeling energised.

